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1. Background: Safety significance of emergency power batteries 

Batteries are the ultimate power source in a NPP and therefore the high reliability and 
adequate capacity of these batteries is a primary goal.  

The three redundant batteries for the uninterruptible power supply of safety 
consumers (1-st category) have to provide power supply to significant 220 V DC 
consumers and the corresponding DC/AC converters during the startup of the diesel 
generators (15 seconds). However, in case of any start delay or failure of the 
emergency diesel generators it is necessary to provide extended battery discharge 
capacity in order to increase the time margins for necessary corrective measures.  

The international trend goes towards an extension of the battery discharge time in 
order to better cope with accident management and station blackout requirements. In 
case of a station blackout event, the emergency DC battery is the ultimate energy 
source of the unit. A higher battery capacity keeps vital I/C systems in operation and 
illuminates the main control room. This would enable monitoring of the essential plant 
parameters and the safety significant motor operated valves would remain 
maneuverable. Therefore the reactor can be controlled and can be kept in a safe 
condition in performing accident management activities, e.g. feed and bleed. The 
extended battery discharge time leads to larger time margins in which the operator 
can decide about further actions. 

The batteries for normal operation and emergency electrical I/C systems for WWER 
1000 NPPs are designed for a discharge time of not less than 30 min. The real 
discharge time of the emergency batteries is in the range of 1 hour. IAEA observes that 
insufficient capacity of batteries in emergency situations seriously affects Level 4 of 
plant defence in depth to control severe plant conditions. The safety function may be 
lost in beyond DBA scenarios.  

IAEA issue book recommends replacement of the batteries so that their guaranteed 
discharge time would not be less than 1 hour and assigns safety rank III to this issue. 



What is more however, in several NPPs the period of useful operation of the batteries 
has been already exhausted, and a replacement of batteries is needed anyway. In view 
of the high safety importance of this issue TACIS programme has been conducting 
several projects of this kind, using the opportunity to increase the reliability and 
capacity of the batteries as well.  

2. Situation in Khmelnitsky NPP 

In Khmelnitsky NPP 8 emergency power batteries had exhausted their lifetime and had 
to be replaced. KhNPP declared that part of the batteries must be replaced during the 
1999 refuelling outage (May – June 1999) and the rest had to be replaced during the 
last half year of 1999. The scope of work included supply, acceptance and testing of 8 
batteries with racks, which were to provide power to three redundant trains of safety 
systems, to Reactor Control and Protection System, to PPC, and to All-Plant Open 
Switchyard (2). The European Commission agreed to include this task in the TACIS  
programme. The time for implementation was short, only 8 months.  

Project objectives: To provide the End User with a new set of cells for some of the 
current systems of batteries, safety related, existing in the plant according to modern 
standards of quality and adequate seismic values. 

Planned outputs: 

• Endorsed Technical specification 

• Fabrication and follow-up records 

• Test results 

• Maintenance and testing procedures 

• Licensing documentation 

• Equipment (spare parts, terminal connections, racks, maintenance, 
devices) 

 

3. History of the project 

The history of this project is provided in more detail than usual, because it shows that 
it is possible to realise a task within TACIS programme very quickly, if there is good 
will on both sides to really get the work done in a short time.  

The task was accepted as TACIS supply project in October 1998, when the consortium 
of DTN, EDF and GKN (Spanish, French and Dutch utilities) was the TACIS OSA 
consultant in Khmelnitsky NPP.  

Since the period of time available for battery installation was too short to fulfil the 
established procedure for tender, particularly with the tender terms and the licensing 
procedures, Tacis OSA team discussed with the Task Manager possible solutions, 
complying with the KhNPP needs. 

The technical specification rev.1 was prepared, based on earlier discussions between 
KhNPP staff and EU experts, and performed during July 1998. KhNPP and EU Utility 
experts during the kick off meeting reviewed this technical specification. Another 
meeting was held on December 12 to 14 1998, between KhNPP and EU Utility experts 



to elaborate the final version of this TS (rev.3). The Ukrainian NRA endorsed this 
version on January the 11, 1999. 

Comments from both Task Manager and Procurement Agent were received along 
January to February 1999. Most of them were formal or already addressed in the TS. It 
was decided to issue a Side letter to the technical specification to address the missing 
issues, thus a new time consuming endorsement by UNRA was avoided.  

A letter from the Ukrainian licensing organisation indicated that there was only one EC 
company having certification for batteries in Ukraine. To the DG1A a formal 
derogation was suggested to apply a direct agreement with that company. DG1A 
answered in the negative, indicating the impossibility to comply with the expected 
schedule. The EC/SCR wanted to give equal opportunities to all potential bidders, and 
it was suggested to allocate some time for these interested companies to obtain the 
license. Energoatom answered that the batteries must be replaced before end of the 
year 1999.  

The Procurement Agent suggested a pre-qualification process, and pre-qualification 
criterias were approved by the EC/SCR. The documents, “General Procedure for Open 
Tender Evaluation” and “Technical Evaluation document for Project U1.04/97A”, were 
sent to the Procurement Agent for approval on May 19th, 1999. 

EC’s comments were received on May 27th, 1999. The “Pre-qualification Evaluation 
report” was issued and duly signed by EC on July 8th, 1999. 

Upon the request of the EC/SCR, a new “Technical Evaluation Document” was issued 
on July the 29th, 1999, based on a new Yes/No approach. The tender dossier was sent 
to the pre-qualified potential bidders on July the 16th, 99, with a deadline to receive 
the bids on August the 9th, 99.  

A first evaluation meeting as held from August the 16th to 20th, 99; Upon a request 
from EC/SCR, a second evaluation meeting was held on September the 15th/16th, 99. 

VHB was awarded with the contract n) 7251-97-001 in September 1999 and the kick off 
meeting was held on October the 12, 99. During this meeting, a rescheduling of the 
whole project was performed, an unscheduled outage at the beginning of October 
delayed the scheduled unit outage from end of October 1999 to the second fortnight 
of January 2000.  

Documents related to technical information, QA programme and certification related 
to ISO 9000 and UkrSEPRO (Ukrainian State committee for standardisation, metrology 
and certification) were received on November the 15th, 1999.  

Factory acceptance tests for batteries N° 2, 3, 4, 8 and 9 were performed at Hagen 
(Germany) from 7th to 10th December 99 with satisfactory results, being also valid for 
batteries 1, 5 and 6. 

Design documentation for batteries was received until February 2000. 

Custom formalities altered the implementation, and batteries N° 8 and 9 were finally 
replaced in March 2000. The rest of the batteries was replaced during the refuelling 
outage in summer 2000.  

The entire on site tests for the batteries were performed with satisfactory results. The 
provisional acceptance was pronounced on September 22nd, 2000. 

The Final Acceptance Certificate  (FAC) was signed on 22 Oct 2001.



 
Varta batteries installed at Khmelnitsky NPP 


